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Introduction

Broad’s Unique Cloud-Based Long Read Pipeline

Oxford Nanopore Promethion P48 (R9.4.1 Cells)

As interest in long read sequencing continues to grow, there is an
increasing need for robust, cost efficient technologies and analysis
methods that can enable science at a greater scale.

Broad Genomics has invested in developing a faster and lower cost
cloud-based long read whole genome analysis pipeline that can be
used with either PacBio or ONT data.

Overview of the Initial Evaluation

Here, we present our experience running both the PacBio Sequel II and the
Oxford Nanopore Promethion P48 instruments at scale:

The current pipeline combines multiple best practice methods for error
correction, alignment, and variant calling for human genomes.
● Outputs:

● Data trending and the effect of sample quality
● Optimizations to improve coverage and performance

○ Aligned BAM files (error corrected for PacBio CCS)

● Comparison with an eye towards cost, ease of use, and data utility

○ Variant call vcf files (unfiltered) from multiple callers for SNVs (GATK
HaplotypeCaller, DeepVariant) and SVs (Sniffles, PBSV)

Additionally, we present an overview of our cloud-based long read analysis
pipeline enabling faster and cheaper processing, integrating multiple best
practice analysis methods for long reads.

○ De novo assembly of data using Shasta
○ Data delivery via Google Cloud Buckets or Terra workspace

● Between October 2019 - January
2020, we sequenced 52 samples
from a variety of sources.

Avg Gb per Cell = 68.5 Gb
Avg Cvg per cell = 19.98X

● All
samples
were
previously
extracted with no source material
available for re-extractions. We
therefore had little control over the
quality of the incoming DNA.
● All were sheared to 15-20 kb and
prepped using LSK-109 ligation kit.
● We observed high variability in yield
with a mean of 68.5 Gb per cell.

PacBio Sequel II
Flow Cell Yield Does Not Correlate with Various Measures

Sequel II Experience - Human WGS Sequencing
● Sequel II arrived January 2019 as part of Early Access Program.

● ONT provides specifications for DNA purity (A260/230), DNA molecular
weight, and amount of DNA to load onto the cell to maximize yield.

● To date, we have sequenced ~70 human genomes, nearly all using
PacBio’s HiFi circular consensus sequencing (CCS) workflow.

● However, we observed that none of these seem to strongly correlate
with data yield across the entire data set.

● Previous chemistries (v6.0 & v7.0) yielded roughly 5X human coverage
per cell, but latest v8.0 chemistry produces over ~8X per cell with an
error rate of <1% following CCS error correction.

● This unpredictability will be a challenge for running ONT at scale on a
wide array of samples from multiple sources.

v6 Avg per cell =
5.4X

v7 Avg per cell =
4.0X
v7 Avg per cell =
8.6X

High Level Comparison of Long Read Technologies

Slight correlation when just looking
at blood derived samples from a
single cohort.

Longer Inserts For Higher Genome Coverage

Circulomics Short Read Eliminator Kit for ONT

● A range of insert sizes from
~13.5 kb up to ~17 kb were
sequenced on v8.0 chemistry.

Pre-extracted samples can be degraded, and
smaller fragments can dominate in both library
prep and sequencing. To improve read length,
we tested the Short Read Eliminator kit from
Circulomics which successfully boosted read
lengths on degraded samples (right).

● As expected, increasing the
insert size provided more
unique human coverage.
● Additional experiments are
needed to assess at what
insert size we may sacrifice
CCS error correction.

For more information visit: http://genomics.broadinstitute.org

However, it requires ≥2X the DNA and involves
multiple washes of an invisible DNA pellet.
Therefore, we are still evaluating the feasibility
of using SRE routinely for most samples.

